Validation of NGS for mitochondrial DNA casework at the FBI Laboratory.
As a first step towards integrating next generation sequencing (NGS) technology into the FBI Laboratory's operational casework, the PowerSeq™ CRM Nested System, an NGS-based mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) control region assay, was developmentally and internally validated. The validation studies were conducted in accordance with the Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM) Validation Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis Methods, and the FBI's Quality Assurance Standards (QAS) for Forensic DNA Testing Laboratories. The assay was shown to be highly reproducible, with variant frequencies across intra and inter-run replicates of the same sample differing, on average, by just 0.3% for substitutions and point heteroplasmies and 1.5% for insertions and deletions. The assay was also shown to be extremely sensitive, yielding complete control region sequence data from as few as 2000 copies of mtDNA. This is a more than 20-fold increase in sensitivity when compared to the FBI Laboratory's current Sanger sequencing-based protocols and, based on mtDNA quantitation values of samples routinely encountered in mtDNA casework, suggests that the percentage of questioned samples from which full control region data can be recovered will increase from our current 20% to approximately 90% success with NGS technology. In addition, the assay requires on average only 30% of the extract volume typically required to develop control region profiles from degraded samples via Sanger sequencing. Overall, these studies establish the reliability of the PowerSeq™ CRM Nested System for accurate mtDNA control region typing and can serve as a model for laboratories seeking to validate NGS protocols for forensic mtDNA analysis.